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Chapter 12
Vocabulary -Notes
What experiments led up to the discovery of DNA being the hereditary material?
o The discovery that DNA is the genetic code involved many experiments.
 Experiments by Griffith, Avery, Hershey and Chase, Watson and
Crick.
o Proteins thought to be genetic material before discovery.
Know what the following scientists did: Griffith, Avery, Hershey and Chase,
Watson and Crick, and Rosalind Franklin
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Know the scientists and what they did to determine that DNA was the
heredity molecule and the scientists that discovered the structure of DNA.
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Bacteriophage – used in Griffith’s experiment
Nucleotides: the different kinds for DNA and RNA
o There are 4 different kinds of nucleotides – the only difference is the
type of nitrogenous base: thymine, adenine, cytosine, and guanine. In
RNA there is Uracil instead of thymine.
What are the base-pairing rules?
o DNA
 Adenine pairs with Thymine
 Guanine pairs with Cytosine
o RNA – no Thymine, but Uracil
 Adenine pairs with Uracil
 Guanine pairs with Cytosine
Hydrogen bonding: double and triple bonds
o Adenine pairs with Thymine forming a double hydrogen bond
o Cytosine pairs with Guanine forming a triple hydrogen bond
o What is the structure of DNA?

o DNA – 3 parts
 Phosphate group
 Sugar (dexoyribose)
 Nitrogenous bases (A,T, G, and C)
How does the structure of DNA enable it to reproduce itself accurately?
o Each strand acts as a template for building a new identical strand of DNA
with the help of many enzymes.
Semi-conservative – only half of the original DNA molecule is conserved in each
new strand. In DNA replication there are two identical copies (strands) of DNA,
Each new molecule consists of a new and original strand.
How does replication occur? What are the steps?
• Main Idea – DNA replicated by making a strand that is complementary to each original
strand.
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Helicase and ligase
o Helicase – unwinds the DNA Double Helix and breaks the hydrogen bonds
between each nitrogenous base this splitting the molecule into two. The
splitting region is called the replication fork (origin of replication). Since
DNA is so big, multiple origins of replication (helicase) are formed to speed
up replication.
o Ligase – an enzyme that bonds or glues segments (Okazaki fragments)
together
Okazaki fragments – In DNA replication, one strand, the leading strand, is made
continuosly, the other is built in fragments called Okazaki fragments, which are
bonded by ligase.
DNA orientation (5’ and 3’) – DNA polymerase always moves along the original
DNA in the 3’ to 5’ direction.
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DNA replication
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DNA polymerase – In DNA replication, 2 enzymes of DNA polymerase attatch to
each strand and move along the molecule, base by base, adding the appropriate
nitrogenous bases each time (A w/T and C w/ G).
Prokaryotic replication RNA polymerase – transcription requires this enzyme, which is similar to DNA
polymerase. During transcription, RNA polymerase binds to DNA and separates
the DNA strands. RNA polymerase then uses one strand of DNA as a template
from which nucleotides are assembled into a strand of RNA.
Central Dogma
Transcription
Translation
o DNA

RNA

Protein
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Replication
Introns and exons
o Introns – the DNA of eukaryotic cells contain these gene sequences of
nucleotides, which are not involved in the coding for proteins.
o Exons – the DNA sequence that code for proteins, because they are
expressed in proteins.
What are the differences between DNA and RNA?
1. RNA has ribose, while DNA has Dexoyribose.
2. RNA has Uracil, while DNA has Thymine.
3. RNA is a single stranded nucleic acid, while DNA DNA is double stranded.

What are the steps involved in protein synthesis? (See Below)
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What are the different kinds of mutations?
o Gene mutations – changes in single genes:
 Point mutations – changes that involve one or few nucleotides
because they occur at a single point in the DNA.

Substitutions – one base changed to another bases in the DNA
sequences
 Frameshift mutations – shift the reading frame of the DNA. They
can then change every amino acid that follows the point of the
muatuon and change the protein that is produced.
• Insertions – base inserted in the DNA seqence.
• Deletions - base removed from the DNA seqence.
o Chromosomal – in whole chromosomes:
 Translocation – part of chromosome breaks off and attaches to
another chromosome.
 Duplications – produces an extra copy of part of a chromosone.
 Deletion – loss of a part of a chromosome.
 Inversion – reverses the direction of part of a chromosome.
What are the effect of different kinds of mutations on cells and organisms?
o Substitutions usually affect one amino acid, while insertions and deletions
have much more drastic effects b/c
 They could affect more than one amino acid.
 Stop codon is still correct in substitution.
 Maybe the same amino acid might result
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Double helix – the structure of DNA, a twisted ladder shape, formed by two
strands of nucleotides twisted around each other.
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Purines and Pyrimidines – Because a pyrimidine (Single ring) pairs with a purine
(double ring), the helix has a uniform width. (T w/ A and C w/ G)
o Purine – double ring
o Pyrimide – sing ring
Structure of a nucleotide –
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RNA:

o Messenger (mRNA) – contains the instructions for assembling amino acids
into proteins. It is the copy of DNA that goes to the ribosome.
o Ribosomal (rRNA) – makes up ribosomes.
o Transfer (tRNA) – transfers each amino acid to the ribosomes during the
construction of a protein.
Transcription and translation
o Transcription – the process by which RNA is made from DNA. It occurs in
the nucleus. It requires RNA polymerase. Example TAC becomes TUG.
o Translation – the decoding of an mRNA message into a polypeptide/protein.
It takes place in the ribosome. mRNA has to attach to the ribosome which
is located in the cytoplasm of the cell. Translation happens when the mRNA
molecule attached to the ribosome, as each of the codons is read the
proper amino acid is brought to the ribosome by tRNA. Example AUG:
Amino Acid Sequence – Met, tRNA anticodon – UAC.
Codons and anticodons
o Codon – the genetic code is read three letters at a time. Each three-letter
combination called a codon. Each codon specifies a single amino acid that is
to be added to the polypeptide.
o Anticodon – tRNA has three unpaired bases called anticodons in additon to
one amino acid. Anticodons are complementary to one mRNA codon. Ex.
Codon: AUG – Anticodon: UAC
Mutagens – substances which cause mutations such as chemicals and radiation
mutations.
DNA  RNA  Protein – Central Dogma

